Pseudonyms Names Behind Joseph F Clarke
substituted names in the published revelations of joseph smith - substituted names in the published revelations
of joseph smith david j. whittaker introduction until 1981, editions of the doctrine and covenants contained seven
revelations with pseudonyms of individuals and places, thus cloaking orig-inal identities. these substituted names
occur in all editions of the d&c pseudonymous performers on early lp records: rumours, facts pseudonymous performers on early lp records: rumours, ... it is a mistake to alter the first names, making hugo
balzer of joseph balzer and kurt list of karl list.2 like friedl's secretary, ... who, then, hides behind all these names,
and what are the original sources of these performances? there must be grounds for the rumors among collectors
that benjamin franklin's female and male pseudonyms: sex ... - the surging surplus ofbiographical sketches
ofmany ofthe "founding fathers" such as joseph ellis's work on thomas jefferson and david mccullough's
biography of john adams. ... challenge them? finally, how do benjamin franklin's female pseudonyms compare to
his male ... specifically shed light upon the possible motivations behind benjamin ... periodical personae:
pseudonyms, authorship and the ... - joseph johnson, and his analytical review in particular, was a task which
the anti-jacobin magazine prided itself in taking over from its predecessor weekly publication.11 Ã¢Â€Â˜lumping
togetherÃ¢Â€Â™ a multiplicity of oppositional voices behind the faces and names of priestley and wakefield
involves a process of dac gilbert horah john whitmer - byu studies quarterly - was algernon sidney gilbert
horah was john whitmer and shale ... the code names it is possible that they were simply invented but it ...
pseudonyms while admittedly speculative does suggest possible hebrew meanings for these words 25 it must be
remembered that these early mormonscormons were just beginning their hebrew studies and from luzhen to
sendai - epressb.uts - behind the pseudonyms a figure emerges from a provincial town ... [twentieth-century
chinese writers and their pen names]4 contains 7,429 pennames for 2,524 ... 5 see joseph Ã¢Â€Âœa choice of
pseudonymsÃ¢Â€Â• in library review, (emerald backfiles, 2007) p. 204. 6 see lu xun quanji, ... jugando al
escondite con los nombres y las identidades en ... - salman rushdieÃ¢Â€Â™s joseph anton, ... journalists,
estranged wives and adversaries, pet names, code names, pseudonyms and ... indeed, the french translator of the
satanic verses sheltered behind franÃƒÂ§ois rabelaisÃ¢Â€Â™s nom de plume alcofribas nasier, an anagram of
rabelaisÃ¢Â€Â™s own name ... fcc enforcement monitor  november 2016 - fcc enforcement monitor
... used pseudonyms, as well as the names of his wife, mother, and grandmother. ... the complaint alleged that the
broadcaster was the real party in interest behind a certain licensee, and that the broadcaster had violated several
other fcc rules.
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